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Two-year Conditional Warranty

Weldamax warrants all Thermamax Machines against any defects in materials and 
workmanship (parts and labour) for a period of two years. 

The  ARC Inverter 160C has a hot-start arc ignition function, making MMA welding easier and more PEGASUS
reliable. It also has self-adaptive arc force technology. Each machine comes with a user-friendly digital display, 
MMA/Lift TIG switch and VRD to secure the welder’s safety. This machine is capable of welding both rutile and 
cellulosic electrodes.

This technologically advanced range of machines has a unique electrical structure and air channel design. This 
results in more efficient cooling and a better duty cycle. They also come standard with advanced Insulated-Gate 
Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) inverter technology. IGBT Inverter Technology utilises a three-terminal power 
semiconductor device as a switch, resulting in a much higher efficiency and faster switching speeds, with a 
greater voltage capability. Put simply, this translates to a much higher efficiency, with less draw on power from 
the primary supply - and thus saving costs.

Furthermore, this Thermamax  machine  boasts easy arc-starting, less spatter, stable current and good weld 
shaping. 

Introducing the new  MMA Inverter series of machines by Thermamax  PEGASUS
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This machine series has been manufactured according to the relevant South 
African standards and meets the IEC60974-1 international safety standard.

2
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60% @ 30°

30.3Input current
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Two-year Conditional Warranty

Weldamax warrants all Thermamax Machines against any defects in materials and 
workmanship (parts and labour) for a period of two years. 

Introducing the new  MMA Inverter series of machines by Thermamax  PEGASUS

Furthermore, this Thermamax  machine  boasts easy arc-starting, less spatter, stable current and good weld 
shaping. 

This technologically advanced range of machines has a unique electrical structure and air channel design. They 
also come standard with advanced Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) inverter technology. IGBT Inverter 
Technology utilises a three-terminal power semiconductor device as a switch, resulting in a much higher 
efficiency and faster switching speeds, with a greater voltage capability. Put simply, this translates to a much 
higher efficiency, with less draw on power from the primary supply - and thus saving costs.

The  ARC Inverter 200C has a hot-start arc ignition function, making MMA welding easier and more PEGASUS
reliable. It has self-adaptive arc force technology. Each machine comes with a user-friendly digital display, 
MMA/Lift TIG switch and VRD to secure the welder’s safety. This machine is capable of welding both rutile and 
cellulosic electrodes. 
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This machine series has been manufactured according to the relevant South 
African standards and meets the IEC60974-1 international safety standard.
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Two-year Conditional Warranty

Weldamax warrants all Thermamax Machines against any defects in materials and 
workmanship (parts and labour) for a period of two years. 

Introducing the new  MMA Inverter series of machines by Thermamax.  This technologically advanced PEGASUS
range of machines have a unique electrical structure and air channel design. They also come standard with 
advanced Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) inverter technology. IGBT Inverter Technology (sometimes 
known as VMOS) utilises a three-terminal power semiconductor device as a switch, resulting in a much higher 
efficiency and faster switching speeds, with a greater voltage capability. Put simply, this translates to a much 
higher efficiency, with less draw on power from the primary supply - and thus saving costs.

The  ARC Inverter 250C has advanced control technology that is suitable for multiple welding PEGASUS
applications. It also boasts a hot-start arc ignition function, making MMA welding easier and more reliable. It has 
self-adaptive arc force technology, which improve long-distance welding capabilities. Each machine comes with 
a user-friendly digital display, MMA/Lift TIG switch and VRD to secure the welder’s safety. Furthermore, this 
Thermamax   machine  boasts easy arc-starting, less spatter, stable current and good weld shaping. 

This machine series has been tested according to the highest International Standards, for phenomena such as 
ambient temperature, current fluctuations, impact, component fatigue, and water / moisture exposure. They are 
being continually developed and improved.
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This machine series has been manufactured according to the relevant South 
African standards and meets the IEC60974-1 international safety standard.
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Two-year Conditional Warranty

Weldamax warrants all Thermamax Machines against any defects in materials and 
workmanship (parts and labour) for a period of two years. 

Introducing the new  MMA Inverter series of machines by Thermamax  PEGASUS

This technologically advanced range of machines has a unique electrical structure and air channel design. They 
also come standard with advanced Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) inverter technology. IGBT Inverter 
Technology (sometimes known as VMOS) utilises a three-terminal power semiconductor device as a switch, 
resulting in a much higher efficiency and faster switching speeds, with a greater voltage capability. Put simply, 
this translates to a much higher efficiency, with less draw on power from the primary supply - and thus saving 
costs.

This machine series has been tested according to the highest International Standards, for phenomena such as 
ambient temperature, current fluctuations, impact, component fatigue, and water / moisture exposure. They are 
being continually developed and improved.

The  ARC Inverter 400C has advanced control technology that is suitable for cellulose welding PEGASUS
applications. It also boasts a hot-start arc ignition function, making MMA welding easier and more reliable. It has 
self-adaptive arc force technology. Each machine comes with a user-friendly digital display, MMA/Lift TIG 
switch and VRD to secure the welder’s safety. Furthermore, this Thermamax  machine  boasts easy arc-starting, 
less spatter, stable current and good weld shaping. This machine is capable of welding both rutile and cellulosic 
electrodes.
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This machine series has been manufactured according to the relevant South 
African standards and meets the IEC60974-1 international safety standard.
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